
0.7 Cu.Ft. Countertop Microwave



• Turn off all the microwave beeps by 
pressing the sound on/off button.

• One touch cooking for six common foods.

• LED digital control panel with interior light.

• 700 Watts 11 Power settings.

• Removable 10-inch glass turntable.

• Dimensions:

Product (W*D*H): 17.3” x 13” x 10.2” 

Internal (W*D*H): 12.05” x 11.97” x 8.11”

Multiple Cooking Options
Conveniently defrost, cook or reheat foods with this fully featured 
compact microwave. Cooking options include one touch express 
cooking for up to six minutes, pre-programmed cooking for 
common foods, and time/power level cooking. Frozen foods can 
be defrosted by time or weight, depending on your needs.

Thoughtful Features
This microwave has many user-friendly features. Turn off all the 
microwave beeps by pressing the sound on/off button. Child 
safety lock keeps the microwave away from curious hands. To 
prevent children or others from using the microwave, use the lock 
function.

Easy One-Touch Buttons
Enjoy one touch cooking for six of the most popular microwaved 
foods. Press the desired pre-programmed button and the 
microwave automatically starts. Easily make popcorn, potato, 
pizza, frozen vegetables, or reheat a beverage or dinner plate.

Express Cooking
The large LED digital display has a clock function and can also 
display a kitchen timer as well as the cooking time remaining. The 
microwave can be turned on for one to six minutes at 100 percent 
power by simply touching the number of minutes you would like to 
cook.



Installation

1. Select a level surface that provide enough open space for the intake and/or 
outlet vents.

A minimum clearance of 3.0 inches (7.5cm) is required between the oven 
and any adjacent walls. One side must be open.

(1) Leave a minimum clearance of 12 inches (30cm) above the oven.

(2) Do not remove the legs from the bottom of the oven.

(3) Blocking the intake and/or outlet openings can damage the oven.

(4) Place the oven as far away from radios and TV as possible.

Operation of microwave oven may cause interference to your radio or TV

reception.

2. Plug your oven into a standard household outlet. Be sure the voltage and 
the frequency is the same as the voltage and the frequency on the rating 
label.


